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1. The Brief

2. Campaign Overview

To raise awareness and reach Global HNWIs and C-level 
professionals with Red Sea Development Company content 
and updates

Reach key sectors to generate actionable insight across our 
UHNWIs and HNWIs in the B2C audiences and get FDI into 
Saudi Arabia

Generate first party data on audience engagement to 
improve brand awareness 

6 x Bespoke articles hosted across Elite Traveler, additional 

syndication across Spear’s Magazine and targeted distribution across 
wider NSMG portfolio

6 x Bespoke Social Media promotion across all Elite Traveler channels 

(Instagram, FB and Twitter)

Inclusion in Elite Traveller, Spears and WFW weekly newsletters
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3. Research

Our expert analysts used leading research tools, audience data and 

their knowledge to help the Red Sea Development Company 

understand their target audience, provide wider industry insights 

and tailor this campaign to the right audience



4. Account based Marketing

By using our extensive ABM knowledge, we helped identify and target 

Red Sea’s key accounts, and identified new prospects that they might 

have missed. 

7.5K
Total 

Article 
Views

500
Companies 

Engaged

130k
Impressions

1.6K
Exit Clicks

We’re hoping to launch a new campaign at the end of the year. 
We are 10/10 confident in Lead Monitor's approach to reach our success.“

”

5. Lead Generation

Our campaigns result in highly qualified leads by using AI and 
advanced targeting alongside industry-leading content that matches 
your campaign’s objectives.

7. Brand perception / amplification
Through top-of-the-funnel techniques across our portfolio of websites and products 
we increase your brands awareness and demonstrate the impact through data and 
analytics – tangible ROI for your business.

6. Content Production
Our journalists and expert writers have the capabilities to create a range 
of content, so depending on your brands needs or style we can produce 
anything from whitepapers to video content. Connecting you with your 
target audience and positioned you as thought leaders in your industry. 
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Our brands bring together content specifically created for high value audiences, giving them the 
information and resources they need to make smarter decisions.

PLUS ACCESS TO GLOBAL DATA’S EXTENDED NETWORK OF 50+ INDUSTRY LEADING WEBSITES

GET IN TOUCH:

Email: leadmonitor@ns-mediagroup.com
Phone: +44 20 7936 6400 
Website: www.leadmonitor.ai

mailto:leadmonitor@ns-mediagroup.com
http://www.leadmonitor.ai/

